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Climate Action— how are we doing?

Color us green… with delight, not envy!
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In 2008, former president Lisa
Marsh Ryerson became a signatory
to the American College and University Presidents Climate Commitment
(ACUPCC). pledging that Wells
would become carbon neutral by
2050. Wells’ climate action plan
guides our ongoing efforts to
make that promise a reality.
Environmental Studies professor
Niamh O’Leary annually collects
data in order to calculate and
report the college’s greenhouse
gas emissions. That analysis determines if we are making progress
toward achieving our goals. Wells
had an interim target of 5% reduction of our emissions by 2015; we
are well ahead of that goal, down
25% from our 2008 baseline.
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What creates our emissions?
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We have lined up another diverse
array of speakers this spring.
Sustainability Perspectives
looks at sustainability from a
variety of viewpoints.
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Feb. 6 “Learning from Hach
Winik: Tales of Naturalized Know
-ledge and Scientific Research” *
Tomasz Falkowski, SUNY-ESF
Feb. 20 “Sustainability
Science” *
Jason Hamilton, Ithaca College
March 6 “From Lab to
Regulation: How Should
Science (nform Policy?” *
Jay Goodman, Couch White LLP
March 20 “Knowledge, Perceptions, and Behaviors toward
Sustainability” *
Srijana Bajracharya, Ithaca College
* this talk is being held in conjunction
with the Science Colloquium series

The Board of Trustees
announced that Jonathan
Gibralter will become
our 19th president, starting
on July 1st. Dr. Gibralter
brings to Wells a strong
commitment to and proven record of support for campus
sustainability and climate action.
Under Dr. Gibralter’s leadership,
Frostburg State earned AASHE
STARS Silver. He was a charter
signatory to the American College
and University Presidents Climate
Commitment; he has served ever
since on the ACUPCC organization’s steering committee.
In October, Dr. Gibralter was a
presenter at the 2014 Presidential
Summit on Climate Leadership,

The Center for Sustainability
is collaborating with the
Sullivan Center for Business and
Entrepreneurship to offer the new

Sustainable Business Series.

We are still working on additions
to the series, but here are the
speakers confirmed to date:
March 18 “How to
Build a Purpose-led
Marketing Platform”
Jim Armstrong
Good For Business

April 6 “Adventures in
Clean Tech Investing”
Terence Cryan
Concert Energy Partners

April 9 “Staples’
Sustainability Story…
the Continuous Journey”
Mark Buckley
Staples Inc.

We are working to schedule a
young sustainable entrepreneurs
panel. Stay tuned for updates!

which brought together more
than 250 college and university
leaders from across the U.S. to
focus on ways to strengthen
campus climate action and
sustainability initiatives, as well
as higher education’s leadership role in developing strategic
responses to climate and sustainability challenges in community,
regional and national contexts.
Frostburg was recognized as a
finalist for the 2014 Climate Leadership Award from Second Nature
for its innovative Frostburg Grows:
Grow It Local Greenhouse Project,
about which Dr. Gibralter spoke
during his on-campus interviews.
Hope he brings one of those nifty
hoop houses north with him…

We also collaborated with the
Visiting Writers Series for a special

Sustainability Speaker Series
event:
April 14 “The Whole
Fracking Enchilada”
Sandra Steingraber,
hailed as the “new
Rachel Carson”, is an
environmental activist, scientist,
and the acclaimed author of “Living
Downstream.”
And last, but not least, the Center
for Sustainability and the Environment is collaborating with Wells
Campus Greens on some activities:
March 19 Sustainability
Film: “Comfort Zone”
about the likely impacts of climate
change in upstate NY
March 28 – Earth Hour
observance; fun activities
outside for the hour
while inside lights are off
Still in planning stages: Earth Week
and the Activism Symposium.
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Academics

We l l s pr ing
Learning about sustainability...

Students in the Fall Psychology of
Environmental Sustainability class
devised campus sustainability
improvement projects. One
team tested the efficacy of signs
with different messaging to
increase proper recycling of
disposable beverage cups.

The Association for the Advancement
of Sustainability in Higher Education
(AASHE) developed the Sustainability Tracking, Rating and Assessment System (STARS) to comprehensively evaluate the sustainability of a college community.

Law and the Environment

We are using STARS to chart our
progress in making Wells a more
sustainable learning organization.
One STARS measure is the number of courses with significant
sustainability content. This spring’s
new sustainability-related courses:

The Climate System overviews

provides an examination of the
state and federal laws that conserve and protect our environment and natural resources, and
the various agencies responsible
for enforcing these laws.
climate science, examining both
regional and global scales, considering how local data generate
global climate records, and how
scientific findings can help develop
effective climate policy.

Sustainability, Gender and the
Environment investigates the
intersection of gender, environment, and sustainability and explores the social, historical, political, and economic dimensions of
environmental struggles and sustainability. Using local and global
sources, gender is examined in the
context of environmental inequality and justice, environmental activism, poverty, food security, consumption, reproductive health,
ecofeminism, and technology.

Takin’ it to the streets...

Our STARS
course catalog
review identified
59 classes from
22 academic
programs - 9% of
our offerings! either focused on
or which include
significant
sustainability
content.

Our faculty and students have
been “out and about” all over the
globe presenting about their sustainability research work and publications. Environmental Studies
major Katie Sweeney ’15 presented at the 41st Annual Fall Scientific Paper Session of the Rochester Academy of Science. Her
poster, titled “Bioassessment of the
Water Quality of the Tioughnioga
River in Relation to Surrounding Land
Use” described the findings of
research supervised by professor
Niamh O’ Leary. At that same
conference, Jaclyn Schnurr,
associate professor of Biology, and
her summer research students,
Niaome Hickman '16 and
Katie Sweeney '15, presented a
poster titled "Abundance and repro-

duction of herbaceous vegetation of
Wells College, Aurora NY". The
trio’s project was written up in
Finger Lakes Happenings. Dr.
Schnurr was certified a Senior
Ecologist by the Ecological Society
of America.
Kent Klitgaard, professor of
Economics, spoke on “Beyond the
Fiscal Cliff” at Buffalo State College
and for the conference of the
International Society for Ecological
Economics in Reykjavik, Iceland.
He presented the talk, “Challenges
of the Early Anthropocene: Beyond
Business as Usual,” at George
Washington University.
Psychology professor Milene
Morfei presented "Promoting Environmentally Sustainable Behavior
with Applied Psychology" at the As-

sociation for Continuing Education. She also presented two sessions at the AASHE conference:
"Innovative
Pedagogies:
Linking
Learning to
Communities" and
"Teaching
Sustainability: Perspectives from
the Humanities and Social Sciences"
that were both co-presented with
other chapter authors of the recently published resource book
titled “Teaching Sustainability.” Dr.
Morfei’s chapter in that compendium is titled ”Psychology, Sustainability, and Sense of Place”.

Wells students learning by doing

Ronneisha Butler ’15 is
our spring Sustainability
Intern, supporting Center
event promotion needs and
compiling STARS sustainability assessment data.

At the Fall/Winter Internship Fair,
coordinated by the Center for Experiential Learning and Career Services, we caught up with Austin
Hahn‘16, who served as the Center’s first Sustainability Intern last
Fall. Austin helped with campus
education and
event promotion, including
placement of
Installments and
various Center
event flyers.

Austin researched
existing models of
peer-to-peer sustainability education programs in
order to develop
the concept and
training regimen for our proposed EcoReps program. Also
noted performing sustainability-related internships were:
Courtney Wein ‘16,(top),
who assisted with avian studies at nearby Montezuma Na-

tional Wildlife Refuge; and Heather
Hiltbrand ’16
(below), who worked
at Highland Forest
County Park.
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Operations

Wellspring

Dang! That was easy!

Take out the... recycling!

Be a RecycleManiac!

We worked with Staples Advantage
to establish a new corporate account, with discounts on many
common office supplies. We also
worked with Staples to feature
sustainable products with recycled
content. Staples provided an environmental report for the first six
months showing that our purchase
of 30% recycled content paper
products saved 329 pounds of
wood resources, 5.76 gallons of
oil, and 480 gallons of water.
Note that most campus paper is
purchased from a
separate state contract—all that paper is
30% recycled content.

We asked our contract waste
hauler to deliver a big commingled
recycling container in October.
This move was coupled with our
installation of new, standardized
waste separation stations across
campus with instructional signage.
We track our trash and recycling
statistics monthly, comparing them
to 2013-14. In
the first few
months of our
program, we
already diverted almost as
many recyclables as in all
last year.

Wells is again
participating in

Paperless payroll...

A greener gown...

Dishing up cost savings...

The business office requested our
payroll processor to discontinue
sending direct deposit pay stubs;
all payroll information is available
online. This move saves time and
money, eliminating printing costs
and use of paper resources. It also
eased the burden on our mail
service to deliver documents that
many folks never even opened.

Bookstore manager Rich
Kloster informed us that
the graduation gowns issued to seniors are from
the Jostens™ new Element
collection. The fabric is
comprised of 57% USDA
certified bio-based product
made from wood pulp, and the
zipper is made from 100% PET
plastic recycled from soda bottles.
Though the fabric is biodegradable, we hope students will keep
their gown or give it back for
other Wells students to use.

Building and Grounds installed a
new dish machine, replacing the
problematic equipment with a
leased EcoLab EC-66 unit. This
replacement should save significantly on electricity, as the new
low-temperature unit effectively
washes and chemically sanitizes
dishes using 120 F water, instead
of the old
dishwasher,
which heated
water from
140-180°F.

Better lighting in play...
A significant lighting upgrade is in
the works for the main gym in the
Schwartz Center. Facilities has
contracted with Eastern Energy
Solutions to replace the existing
gym lighting with 160W Cree high
-brightness LED fixtures coupled
with dimmers and motion sensors
to maximize our energy efficiency.
Our electric utility, NYSEG, has
agreed to pay nearly half the project cost which is expected to
decrease our energy use by over
75% while substantially improving
the light quality. Over
time, this investment
will save us thousands
of dollars! Game on!
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RecycleMania,
the friendly
competition
among several hundred higher
education institutions to see who
can collect and divert the most
recyclable material from their
landfill trash. The 8-week competition starts February 1st and runs
through March 31st. The last time
Wells competed in RecycleMania
was in 2011, when it fared very
well in several categories. We
hope to return to competitive
standing this year! Please pitch
in—into the proper bin, that is...

Shining light on solar plans

Water conservation spin

The college received
proposals from a number of energy service
companies interested in
developing a large-scale solar installation on college-owned property and, through what is called a
power purchase agreement (PPA),
sell power generated from those
solar panels back to us at a favorable rate with minimal upfront cost
to us. Wells is the only private
college admitted into a Department of Energy-funded, 5-county
Solarize CNY program seeking to
aggregate our volume with other
municipalities in order to obtain
more competitive PPA rates.

We contract with MacGray to
provide residence hall laundry
machines. Part of their service
includes the LaundryView system,
an online portal allowing users to
check the status of their laundry
room washers and dryers. We like
LaundryView’s running calculator of
the number of gallons of water
saved by MacGray’s high-efficiency
washers. As of February, we saved
over 172,000 gallons of water.

A fine Grind! This new
café opened in Zabriskie Hall
this semester. The student
management’s long-term intent
is to add organic, vegetarian
and vegan food options and to
procure more items from local
vendors like Finger Lakes Coffee
Roasters, from whom they get
organic coffee.

Skillet & Embers again partnered with the Center to
issue new “Gotcha” cards —
folks spotted using a reusable beverage container get a
card redeemable for a free
refill at the Express Café.
These cards are good until
the start of Spring break.

Roll on!

Facilities converted toilet
paper dispensers to units
supporting coreless bath
tissue rolls. These new rolls
dispense 75% more tissue
before running out – leaving
no paper core - so custodial
staff need not refill them as
often. The toilet tissue itself
is EcoLogo certified, containing 65% recycled fiber.
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Outreach

Sustainability is a decision-making framework for continuous improvement that mindfully
takes into account the social, environmental, and economic impacts of our choices.

The Seed of a Great Idea!

Center for Sustainability
and the Environment
Wells College
170 Main Street
Office: 213 Zabriskie Hall
Aurora NY 13026
Phone: 315-364-3304
E-mail: mbrown@wells.edu or

sustainability@wells.edu

We’re on the Web:
www.wells.edu/sustainability
Wells Center for
Sustainability and
the Environment

@Wells Sust Center
Milene Morfei,
professor of Psychology, and Marian
Brown, director of
the Center for Sustainability and
the Environment, were interviewed on the December 15th
edition of The Forecast, a
monthly radio program on
WRFI 88.1FM that focuses on
climate change action efforts.
The duo spoke about the work
of the Center to enhance the
Wells campus community’s
embrace of more sustainable
thinking and practice. The interview podcast is archived at:
http://www.theforecast.org/.
Related note: Economics professor Kent Klitgaard is scheduled to speak about ecological
economics on The Forecast at
4pm on Wednesday, March 18.
Thanks to our friends in the
Communications office for the
terrific piece on the Sustainability Center in the Fall 2014 issue
of the Wells Express magazine,
which focused in on four of the
college’s academic centers.

Reference, instruction and outreach librarian Lisa
Hoff approached the Center with the brilliant idea to offer a seed exchange program
through our Library. Seed saving is becoming increasingly popular to reduce costs for
gardeners, but even more importantly, saving seeds from home gardens preserves
access to heirloom and disease-resistant varieties and supports greater plant biodiversity. Lisa had an extra library card catalog kicking around that she
could repurpose to organize and store the seed packets. The Center helped out by
contacting various seed companies to request the donation of exceed seeds to stock
the new exchange cabinet. The Center also reached out to the good folks in the horticulture program at Cornell Cooperative Extension of Tompkins County to arrange
to hold a Seed Saving workshop here on campus which will be open to the Wells
community as well as the general public. Good growing, Lisa!

Washoku Shock Japanese Food Project

Village of Aurora Farmers Market

Japanese lecturer Kurt Pipa had a great idea, too!
He wanted to utilize the campus garden adjacent to
McGordon House to grow Japanese food plants to
use for a Japanese culture dinner in the Fall. Kurt
worked with several staff and faculty volunteers over
the summer months to clear the garden and put into
cultivation Japanese greens and white turnips. Kurt
harvested those plants in late October and, with
additional donations of foods, the very capable assistance of his wife, Chieko, students in Kurt’s Japanese
language class, and exchange students from Doshisha
Women’s College, Kurt et al prepared an authentic
Japanese meal in the Macmillan kitchen. More than
forty attendees received a lesson in Japanese language and culture before and during their delicious
meal. Arigatou gozaimasu, Kurt.

During a fall conversation
with village mayor Bonnie
Bennett, we observed that
the village was essentially a
“food desert”, lacking ready
access to fresh fruits and
vegetables. Mayor Bennett concurred, suggesting
that a local farmers market would be great. As it
happened, we were aware of a grant opportunity
through the Cayuga Community Fund, so we collaborated to develop a proposal for a weekly
farmers market to support both the college community and village residents. As part of the plan,
we proposed a series of student interns to assist
the paid market manager, plus we offered infrastructure support like the boathouse parking lot
as a market site and storage of market items
between weeks. We were delighted to learn in
late November that our proposal was funded; we
are currently seeking the first market manager
and have the spring intern, Heather Hiltbrand
‘16, already lined up to work with him/her.

Campus Crunch

Campus Greens Clean Up

Wells was one of 18 New York
colleges participating in this attempt to get one million people
to bite into an apple at the same
time, affirming their commitment
to healthier food. Skillet & Embers donated two cases of local
apples for the Campus Crunch
participants, who simultaneously
chomped into their apple for the
photo. Those in the photo below
represent a small fraction of the
nearly 120 campus participants;
many accepted an apple, promising to crunch it later that day.

The Campus Greens student
organization conducted a fall
campus cleanup, picking up discarded material around the
grounds. The bad news: there
was a lot of it! The club held a
second sorting party to separate
recyclables from landfill-bound
items. The good news: most of
the stuff went into the recycling
roll-off instead of into the trash.

The Center is partnering with
other entities in Cayuga County
to roll out a program to educate
homeowners and small businesses on the opportunities to install
solar energy systems. These socalled “solarize” programs are a
great way to spread the word
about solar power systems and
available financing. The programs
facilitate contact with and aggregate buying volume for competing solar installation companies,
lowering costs for everyone.

